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Fasting
Opening the Door to a Deeper, More Intimate, More Powerful Relationship with God
Charisma Media A guide to biblical fasting discusses how to choose a fast, the connection between fasting and prayer, the essential components of a successful fast, and what to expect mentally,
physically, and spiritually.

Fasting Journal
Your Personal 21-Day Guide to a Successful Fast
Charisma Media DIV"New York Times"-bestselling author Franklin oﬀers the necessary keys to experiencing powerful transformation in this 21-day fasting journal. Each day provides a speciﬁc focus for
prayers and fasting, and includes speciﬁc reminders of what to expect both physically and spiritually during a fast./div

The Fasting Edge
Recover Your Passion. Recapture Your Dream. Restore Your Joy
Charisma Media DIVWe all go through times when we feel like we are not living up to our full potential. In Fasting to Regain Your Edge, Jentezen Franklin shows you how to recharge your spiritual energy
through fasting. /div

Love Like You've Never Been Hurt
Hope, Healing and the Power of an Open Heart
Chosen Books The human heart was created with a great capacity to love. But along with that comes a great capacity to feel pain. There is no denying that those who love us, who are closest to us, can
wound us the most profoundly. That kind of pain can be diﬃcult, if not impossible, to overcome. And it can feel even more impossible to continue loving in the face of it. Yet that is exactly what we are
called to do. Sharing his own story of personal pain, pastor and New York Times bestselling author Jentezen Franklin shows us how to ﬁnd the strength, courage, and motivation to set aside the hurt, see
others as God sees them, and reach out in love. Through biblical and modern-day stories, he discusses diﬀerent types of relational disappointment and heartache, and answers questions such as Why
should I trust again? and How can I ever really forgive? The walls we build around our hearts to cut us oﬀ from pain are the very walls that block us from seeing hope, receiving healing, and feeling love.
Here are the tools and inspiration you need to tear down those walls, work through your wounds, repair damaged relationships, and learn to love like you've never been hurt.

The Daniel Fast for Spiritual Breakthrough (Large Print 16pt)
ReadHowYouWant.com Elmer Towns Fasting for Spiritual Breakthrough has become a must read, as this powerful spiritual discipline of fasting has seen a revival among followers of Christ. Now Towns digs
deeper into one of the most popular forms of fasting today, the Daniel Fast. With an emphasis on a healthy, simple diet, The Daniel Fast is named after the prophet Da...

Toxic Relief, Revised and Expanded
Restore Health and Energy Through Fasting and Detoxiﬁcation
Charisma Media We live in a toxic world. And with disasters like the Gulf of Mexico oil spill of 2010 and the devastating earthquake and tsunami in Japan that has resulted in nuclear fallout, it is only getting
more toxic by the day. But there is hope! In Toxic Relief, Dr. Colbert shows you how to deep-cleanse you body right down to the cellular level to renew your vitality, restore your energy, reclaim your
health, shed toxic fat, lengthen your life, and give you a healthy glow you haven’t had in years.

Right People, Right Place, Right Plan Devotional
30 Days of Discerning the Voice of God
Whitaker House In this thirty-day journey of discerning the voice of God, Jentezen Franklin focuses on the three central elements of his best-selling book, Right People, Right Place, Right Plan. Readers will
discover the importance of associating with the right people, being in the right place, and having the right plan, and learn to listen to God’s voice and respond to life’s circumstances with insight and
unwavering faith through these daily meditations. God has bestowed the incredible gift of discernment into the heart of every believer. He has given us an internal compass to help guide our families, our
ﬁnances, and every other aspect of our lives. Jentezen Franklin reveals how to tap into the supernatural gift of spiritual discernment to fulﬁll your purpose as a child of God. .

The Fasting Edge Journal
A Personal 21-Day Guide
Charisma Media Recharge your spiritual energy as you reinforce your progress with this companion journal to The Fasting Edge.

Artiﬁcial Intelligence in Asset Management
CFA Institute Research Foundation Artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) has grown in presence in asset management and has revolutionized the sector in many ways. It has improved portfolio management, trading,
and risk management practices by increasing eﬃciency, accuracy, and compliance. In particular, AI techniques help construct portfolios based on more accurate risk and return forecasts and more
complex constraints. Trading algorithms use AI to devise novel trading signals and execute trades with lower transaction costs. AI also improves risk modeling and forecasting by generating insights from
new data sources. Finally, robo-advisors owe a large part of their success to AI techniques. Yet the use of AI can also create new risks and challenges, such as those resulting from model opacity,
complexity, and reliance on data integrity.

Awakening
A New Approach to Faith, Fasting, and Spiritual Freedom
WaterBrook Stop hitting the spiritual snooze button. Would you describe your walk with God as fresh and exciting? Would you describe your spiritual life as vibrant and passionate? If not, would you like
these attributes to be the norm in your everyday relationship with God? Are you ready to experience an awakening? Awakening helps you stir up your slumbering soul. You’ll discover how to break out of
your season of dryness or get oﬀ to a great start either in the New Year or the next season in life. Take your faith-walk from a “going through the motions” or “have to” mindset to the stimulating, fresh
“want to” experience of enjoying God’s presence—24/7. Weems encourages you to surrender fully, to discover the right kind of fuel for the journey, and to learn a new way to pray and fast. This lifestyle is
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not based on rules or religion, but on a deep, satisfying, motivating relationship with God. Included in Awakening is a 21-Day Plan that will guide you through the principles that ensure a lasting, fresh
relationship with God—even in a world where everything quickly becomes stale. “It’s time to wake up and put an end to spiritual sluggishness! I promise this year will be the best of your life if it is your
best year spiritually.” – Stovall Weems

Good Or God?
Why Good Without God Isn't Enough
Messenger International These days the terms good and God seem synonymous. We believe what’s generally accepted as good must be in line with God’s will. Generosity, humility, justice—good.
Selﬁshness, arrogance, cruelty—evil. The distinction seems pretty straightforward. But is that all there is to it? If good is so obvious, why does the Bible say that we need discernment to recognize it? Good
or God? isn’t another self-help message. This book will do more than ask you to change your behavior. It will empower you to engage with God on a level that will change every aspect of your life.

Fasting for Breakthrough and Deliverance
Charisma Media There is freedom from the torment of the enemy!

The Spirit of Python
Exposing Satan's Plan to Squeeze the Life Out of You
Charisma Media New York Times best-selling author Jentezen Franklin is back with a message that will inspire you to break free and reclaim a life of passion, purpose, and praise.

Right People, Right Place, Right Plan
Discerning the Voice of God
Whitaker House Whom should I marry? What will I do with my life? Do I take this job? Should I invest money in this opportunity? God has bestowed an incredible gift in the heart of every believer. He has
given you an internal compass to help guide your life, your family, your children, your ﬁnances, and much more. Jentezen Franklin reveals how, through the Holy Spirit, you can tap into the heart and mind
of the Almighty. Learn to trust those divine “nudges” and separate God's voice from all other voices in your life. Tap into your supernatural gift of spiritual discernment and you will better be able to fulﬁll
your purpose as a child of God.

Fasting Study Guide
Charisma Media Based on the "New York Times"-bestselling work "Fasting," this ﬁve-week interactive study resource package is perfect for both individuals and small groups interested in gaining
understanding, growing their faith, and drawing closer to God.

Relentless
The Power You Need to Never Give Up
WaterBrook Re•lent•less (ri lent/lis): an attitude or posture that is resolute, uncompromising, persistent, unyielding, constant, unstoppable, ruthless. The opposite of slacken, waver, or concede. If ever
there was a need for followers of Jesus to be resolute in purpose, uncompromising for truth, persistent in faith, unyielding in hope, constant in love, and unstoppable in advancing the kingdom…it’s now!
God is ruthless in His love and pursuit of us; it’s time for His Bride to reﬂect the same passion. John Bevere explores how people of Bible times and today became relentless: John the Baptist spent years
living in a barren desert. Jesus endured hardship in a desolate wilderness of temptation. Both men emerged strong in the “power of the Spirit,” relentless in not just getting through challenges but in ruling
over their circumstances. Ultimately, they succeeded in their God-given life mission. In Relentless, you’ll learn how even seemingly impossible situations were never meant to stop you but to propel you
forward in your journey. Discover in these biblically grounded truths how you can thrive no matter what your season of life. How you begin is not nearly as important as how you ﬁnish. Embrace your trials
and become relentless! Questions for reﬂection and discussion included!

The Daniel Fast
Feed Your Soul, Strengthen Your Spirit, and Renew Your Body
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. "Are you hungry for more of God in your life? Discover why millions of men and women throughout the world are rediscovering the ancient discipline of fasting--and, as a
result, are encountering God in amazing ways. In this authoritative guide, Susan Gregory, 'The Daniel Fast Blogger' and an acknowledge expert on the popular partial fast inspired by the biblical book of
Daniel, guides readers toward a successful fasting experience"--Cover, p. 4.

The Forty-Day Word Fast
A Spiritual Journey to Eliminate Toxic Words from Your Life
Charisma Media The Forty-Day Word Fast focuses on several biblically sound mechanisms to help you change your words and your life. Not only will your vocabulary change, your heart also will be
transformed in just forty days.

Esther
Seeing Our Invisible God in an Uncertain World
HarperChristian Resources What do you do when God seems to have vanished? When you have a decision to make, when your stability is shaken, when your sure-ﬁre plan fails—when everything is
spinning out of control… Esther is the perfect partner for seeing our invisible God in uncertainty. Though she lived centuries ago, Esther speaks to us when we run into limited control and resources. We
ﬁnd in her a strength and fortitude you and I need today. A strength we discover as we follow her process of listen, feel, do, and speak. We’ll see that Esther carved a pathway, not only with faith but with
inﬂuence, for all women who ﬁnd themselves walking through uncertainty. This six-week, in-depth study of the book of Esther is a gritty dive into a woman’s story that teaches us to: Listen to wise people
who ﬁll our gaps of understanding Embrace your feelings as a catalyst for God-directed action. Do the work God assigns you even when in doubt. Speak up with conﬁdence, knowing that God has a place
for your voice in His story. This study guide includes biblical and historical background insights, Bible study, practical application, and questions for reﬂection. InScribed is a collection of studies that lead
women to not just survive but thrive by encouraging them to immerse themselves in the Word of God.

A Practical Guide to the Evaluation of Child Physical Abuse and Neglect
Springer The impact of child maltreatment on victims, families, and society—from immediate medical care and legal services to long-term mental health care and law enforcement—cannot be understated.
And it remains a severe problem in spite of increasing public awareness and stricter laws. To keep up with growing body of professionals staying informed on this subject, the third edition of A Practical
Guide to the Evaluation of Child Physical Abuse and Neglect assists the reader in recognizing abuse/neglect (exclusive of sexual abuse) in children and youth, and determining its extent. Illustrated with
clinical photographs, the Guide details systematic evaluation procedures, explains the tasks of an evaluation team, and expands and updates the knowledge base in these and other major areas: Speciﬁc
injuries, including burns, bruises, fractures, and head and abdominal injuries Malnourishment and other forms of neglect Medical child abuse (previously known as Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy)
Maltreatment of children with special health care needs Domestic partner violence Prevention strategies, psychosocial assessment, collaborations with law enforcement and the courts, and more The new
edition of A Practical Guide to the Evaluation of Child Physical Abuse and Neglect oﬀers expert information useful to practitioners across professional domains: public health professionals in maternal and
child health and school settings; physicians and nurses; clinical social workers, child psychologists, and school psychologists; and attorneys and law enforcement personnel.
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Measuring Crime
Behind the Statistics
CRC Press Crime statistics are everywhere, but how do you know when they’re valid? If a newspaper report says "the rate of overall violent crime decreased by 0.9 percent," how can you tell where that
statistic came from, what it measures, and how accurate it is? Is it worth repeating or sharing? Measuring Crime: Behind the Statistics gives you the tools to interpret and evaluate crime statistics’ quality
and usefulness. The book focuses on ways of thinking about crime statistics (no formulas!) and features Eight questions you should ask before quoting a statistic The two sources of information about
homicide FBI statistics: what do they measure? How victimization surveys can reﬂect your experiences even though you were not asked to participate Special considerations when interpreting statistics
about sexual assault and fraud Examples of experiments and studies on how to improve crime statistics Two online supplements containing additional details and links to data sources Whether you are a
law enforcement professional, journalist, student, or interested citizen, Measuring Crime: Behind the Statistics will tell you how to read statistics as a statistician would. Sharon Lohr, the author of Sampling:
Design and Analysis, has published widely about statistical methods for education, public policy, law, and crime. She has been recognized as Fellow of the American Statistical Association, elected member
of the International Statistical Institute, and recipient of the Gertrude M. Cox Statistics Award and the Deming Lecturer Award. Formerly Dean’s Distinguished Professor of Statistics at Arizona State
University and a Vice President at Westat, she is now a freelance statistical consultant and writer. Visit her website at www.sharonlohr.com. "The book aims to achieve two goals: introduce statistical ideas
to a general audience and provide an overview of US crime statistics. These are disparate topics, but in the way they are approached here, there is a strong synergy that reinforces both aspects. One the
one hand, the reader's natural curiosity about crime (what is it, how are crime events classiﬁed and reported, how reliable are the numbers you see in the newspaper, etc.) will help him/her become
interested in the statistical issues and learn these concepts in a practical and concrete setting. And on the other hand, by reading about the statistical issues surrounding crime data, he/she gains a better
appreciation for the complexities of crime statistics, eventually acquiring a deeper understanding of them. As a statistician myself, I learned interesting facts about the types of crime, their nomenclature
and the possible confusion surrounding them, and how the data are collected and reported. Overall, I think the combination is eﬀective and very well developed in this book." (Jean Opsomer, Westat) "This
book is an excellent primer on handling the mass of data and information researchers are faced with. While it is geared toward followers of criminal justice information, much of the book is a very good
introduction to survey techniques discussing their strong and weak points. Most importantly, there are very good guidelines and questions that one should employ before citing any data or using data for
policy decisions or for reporting on data such as journalists do. The book is written in a non-technical manner and does a very good job of explaining the nuances in reviewing data. Any researcher who
utilizes data would ﬁnd this valuable. While it has speciﬁc examples in the criminal justice ﬁeld, it really is quite useful for any user of data." (Barry Nussbaum, former President American Statistical
Association)

Crash the Chatterbox
Hearing God's Voice Above All Others
Multnomah NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Crashing the chatterbox = Overpowering the lies of insecurity, fear, condemnation, and discouragement with the promises of God. “These four confessions will
free you to embrace the life God has called you to live.”—Andy Stanley, senior pastor, North Point Church; author of Enemies of the Heart In Crash the Chatterbox, Pastor Steven Furtick focuses on four key
areas in which negative thoughts are most debilitating: insecurity, fear, condemnation, and discouragement. He asks, “What great deeds are in danger of remaining undone in your life because of lies that
were planted in your past or fears that are looming in your future?” With personal stories, inspiring examples, and practical strategies, Pastor Furtick will show you how to silence the lies and embrace the
freeing aﬃrmation of God. Learn how to live out God’s truth no matter what is going on in your life or thoughts. Learn how to crash the chatterbox . . . and hear God’s voice above all others.

REGGIE
You Can't Change Your Past, But You Can Change Your Future
Thomas Nelson Inc The inspiring, true story of a man who went from nothing to speaking to more thanÂ two million people each year. Reggie Dabbs's life changed when in the second grade he realized his
parents were not his real parents, and that his birth was the result of a twenty-dollar deal his sixteen year old unwed mother made to secure the food she needed for her three other children. Interwoven
with humorous and thought-provoking anecdotes and illustrations, as well as stories from the Bible and his travels around the world, this is the true, chronological story of Reggie and his message forÂ
students and adults alike that they are powerless to change their past, but they possessÂ a uniqueÂ potential to change their future. Chapters include how to know your: Story-The Pigskin Poet TruthTuesdays with Reggie Pain-English Teachers Hero-Bus Stops and Batman Choice-Old School Peas Voice-Pinky Toe Importance Name-The "Born" Identity Passion-Frozen Planes and Fake Ears FutureGomer's Odyssey Father-Big Daddy

Without Rival
Embrace Your Identity and Purpose in an Age of Confusion and Comparison
Baker Books Now a New York Times bestseller! There is a reason we look at others as rivals and limit ourselves to comparison and competition. We have an enemy assaulting our mind, will, and emotions
in the hope that we'll turn on ourselves and each other. It's a cycle that isolates us from intimate connections, creates confusion about our identity, and limits our purpose. In Without Rival, bestselling
author Lisa Bevere shares how a revelation of God's love breaks these limits. You'll learn how to stop seeing others as rivals and make the deep connections with your Creator you long for--connections
that hold the promise of true identity and intimacy. With biblically sound teaching ﬁlled with prophetic insight for our day, Lisa uses humor and passion to challenge you to · Flip rivalry so it brings out the
best in you · Stop hiding from conversations you need to be a part of · Answer the argument that says women are unﬁt, easily deceived, and gullible · Dismantle gender rivalry and work with the men in
your life It's time to step forward to live a life without rival.

Salvation for the children
Atomic Power with God, Through Fasting and Prayer
Treatise on religious fasting, with many graphic illustrations and diagrams and 100 reasons why we should fast. This book, which provided detailed information on the methods and beneﬁts of fasting, was
an immediate success and brought the author considerable fame. According to him, all of the major evangelists began following his fasting regime and miracles erupted everywhere. Many observers of the
early revival years agreed, as one said, "Every one of these men down through the years followed Franklin Hall's method of fasting."

El Ayuno
The Power of Prayer and Fasting
21 Days That Can Change Your Life
Hachette UK Television host, widely traveled speaker, and communicator Marilyn Hickey reveals the surprising power and rich beneﬁts of fasting in her 21-day program.

Fasting for Spiritual Breakthrough
Baker Books The personal study guide leads individuals through the nine fasts described in Dr. Towns's bestselling book Fasting for Spiritual Breakthrough. By the use of questions, the reader is guided
through the diﬀerent purposes and elements of each type of fast. It is for every Christian who is seeking a deeper relationship with God, a strengthened faith, an understanding of the relationship with God,
and an understanding of the discipline of fasting. This study can be used by individuals for personal study or as a test for small Bible study groups.

The Hidden Power of Prayer and Fasting
Destiny Image Publishers God has provided a way to turn certain defeat into awesome victory and demonic strongholds into highways of His love and power. When overwhelming defeat looks you in the
face, whether the attack is physical or a family or ﬁnancial crisis, The Hidden Power of Prayer and Fasting holds keys that will unlock the resident power of the Holy Spirit within you! Through this book you
will receive an impartation from a man who has lived these truths and has seen the power of God released for total victory against impossible odds, resulting in revival and literal resurrection. Mahesh
Chavda has lived the lifestyle of prayer and fasting. This book will inspire you to battle through--whatever your circumstance--because God has given you a remedy for bringing His glory into your life, your
church, your city, and your nation through the hidden power of prayer and fasting. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Overcoming Fear
Morningstar Publications (NC)

The Blessed Life
Unlocking the Rewards of Generous Living
Baker Books Discover the Joy of Giving--and the Rewards of Receiving Our culture is saturated with false teaching on what it means to be blessed, but what does the Bible say about it? How can we truly
live blessed lives? With humor, passion, and clarity, pastor and bestselling author Robert Morris presents the secrets of living a blessed life both ﬁnancially and spiritually. He shows that when God changes
your heart from selﬁshness to generosity, every part of your life-journey is aﬀected. "There is no greater adventure on Earth than simply living the life of generosity and abundance that is available to all of
God's people--but so few ever dare to live," says Pastor Robert. "It is a journey of reward. It is the blessed life." First published in 2002, this newly revised and expanded edition includes new content from
recent sermons, updated illustrations from years of the life-changing impact of its message, and testimonies from people experiencing the blessed life.

Acres of Diamonds
Discovering God's Best Right Where You Are
Chosen Books Are you in a season of life where every search for direction, encouragement, or fulﬁllment seems to come up empty? You thought God had you in a place to thrive and grow, but you are
ready to call it quits. There has to be something better. You don't need a new garden; you just need to learn how to dig! In Acres of Diamonds, pastor and New York Times bestselling author Jentezen
Franklin helps you discover the unfathomable riches Jesus Christ has for you. Rather than chase after a better life, you can celebrate the untold spiritual provision to be found even in the midst of spiritual
deprivation. Readers will learn to cherish where God has placed them as they uncover the hidden potential within their families, jobs, ministries, and communities . . . right where they are.

Start Here, Go Anywhere
Making Good Choices, Recovering from Bad Ones
Charisma Media Unleash Your Full Potential Start Here, Go Anywhere gives you the tools you need to make good choices and recover from the bad ones you may have already made. With moving stories
from his own life, including losing his only brother to AIDS, and testimonials from former Atlanta Braves pitcher John Smoltz and Mac Powell of Third Day, Richie Hughes provides a fresh treatment of both
failure and redemption. No matter where you are today, with God’s help you can go anywhere. Poor choices in the past do not destroy your future potential to do great things. God loves you so much that
He wants to transform your future for His glory.

The Fasting Prayer
Ravenio Books “And, behold, I send the promise of my Father upon you:” To obtain the “power,” the commandment given to us by Jesus: “Tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem (your present city) until ye be
endued with power from on high” (Luke 24:49) must be obeyed. Many Christians claim the experience of Acts 2:4, but they have not attained the experience provided for in Luke 24:49. The progress so far
is ﬁne, but the deceiver still has many of us lulled to sleep, deluded, and self-satisﬁed, far from the goal Jesus intended for us to reach. I once owned an airplane, but owning an airplane and getting the
motor going so it will take oﬀ with its own power are two diﬀerent things. If you have the Holy Spirit, He still may not have suﬃcient sway in your life for you to have the advanced experience of power and
the gifts of the Spirit. Many do not seek God far enough, and in quite the right manner to allow the Holy Spirit to exert His power, even though He has been received. Every evidence points to the fact that
the early church and apostles put into practice what the church has failed to do today. Therefore, they had an experience that overshadows ours. Every single new testament church was founded in fasting
and prayer. Acts 14:23. After Jesus said, “I send the promise of the Father upon you” He also told them, “Tarry . . . until ye be endued with power.” Where there is a lack of perfection and reﬁnement
among God’s people, as there is today, this power and the gifts of the Holy Spirit cannot very well be received by prayer alone. (If they can be received in this manner, I ask, where are they? Even in the
days of the apostles, they too, found it necessary at times to employ this method to arrest the ﬂesh and become reﬁned in order to receive this power. They were in a state of perfection that far exceeded
ours today. We believe many put into practice the prophet’s-length fast and obtained the power and gifts. Without following their example and deeds, we are without their mighty experiences.
Consecrated fasting acts as a reﬁning ﬁre to the saint of God, and enables him to become puriﬁed and cleansed to such an extent he can obtain the power and the gifts of the Spirit. It actually requires a
further process of puriﬁcation and sanctiﬁed living to obtain and retain the gifts of the Spirit than otherwise. The best means of reaching that goal is to do as Paul asked us to do, follow him “in fastings
often.” This volume endeavors to take what has generally been overlooked, and reveal, perhaps for the ﬁrst time in detailed form, the secret of the early church. It is made so simple and easy of
accomplishment that anyone can have an experience as dynamic as those of any of the apostles and followers of Jesus Christ.

Poverty, Riches and Wealth
Moving from a Life of Lack into True Kingdom Abundance
Chosen Books Overcoming the Never-Enough Mentality to Experience True Kingdom Abundance Prosperity. It's one of the most dividing words in the church. Some pastors use it to tell their congregations
that God will make them all rich, rich, rich! Others spurn the word and insist that true Christlikeness is found in forsaking all worldly riches and possessions. The truth is, both are right--and both are wrong.
With refreshing honesty, humor, and keen insight, bestselling author and pastor Kris Vallotton mines the Scriptures in an eye-opening study of what the Bible really says about money, poverty, riches, and
wealth. And what he ﬁnds is sure to shake up what you thought you knew--including these surprising truths: · Jesus was not poor and homeless · Heaven is described in the language of wealth · Poverty is a
mindset that holds us back from true wealth · You determine your wealth based on how much, and how well, you love yourself · God wants all his children to be wealthy, though not everyone should be
rich Kingdom prosperity begins from the inside out. When you learn to cultivate a mindset of abundance, no matter your circumstances, you will begin to experience the wealth of heaven in every area of
your life.

The Last Days According to Jesus
Baker Book House Company Analyzes what Jesus said about when he would return and the last days would arrive (as in Matthew 24:34). Defends the trustworthiness of Jesus' teachings.

Introduction to Christian Liturgy
Fortress Press Designed as a general introduction to Christian liturgy, this book explores the meaning, history, and practice of worship in Eastern and Western, Catholic and Protestant traditions. Its
chapters cover the theology of worship, the historical development of Eucharist and the Prayer Oﬃces, the lectionary and customs of the church year, other sacramental rites, and the use of music and the
arts. As such, it is a perfect textbook for students seeking to understand the basics of liturgical worship, as well as a reliable guide for worship leaders.

From This Day Forward
Five Commitments to Fail-Proof Your Marriage
Zondervan A must-read for pre-married as well as long-married couples, Craig and Amy Groeschel explore the time-tested wisdom able to guide you and your spouse into the marriage you've always
wanted. Everyone dreams of a fairytale marriage--the perfect spouse, the perfect home, the perfect family. But reality tells us that these expectations don't hold up very long. Many studies indicate that
close to ﬁfty percent of marriages don't make it. With those odds, is it even possible to have a good marriage--let alone a great one? New York Times bestselling author and pastor Craig Groeschel insists
you can . . . but not if you approach it like everyone else does. Perfect for single adults, engaged couples, and married couples alike, Craig and his wife, Amy, show you how to conquer the odds and ﬁnd
the joy, passion, and strength of a marriage built by God. Craig and Amy open their hearts, share personal experiences, and walk you through ﬁve powerful commitments you can make to fail-proof your
marriage: Seek God Fight fair Have fun Stay pure Never give up If you earnestly choose to do all ﬁve of these things, you will discover a richer, deeper, more authentic marriage. Starting right now--from
this day forward. Spanish edition also available, as well as a video study and study guide.

The Ultimate Guide to the Daniel Fast
Zondervan The Ultimate Guide to the Daniel Fast is an inspiring resource for Christians who want to pursue a more intimate relationship with God through the 21-day commitment to prayer and fasting
known as the Daniel Fast. As you deny yourself certain foods—such as sugars, processed ingredients, and solid fats—you will not only embrace healthier eating habits, you’ll also discover a greater
awareness of God’s presence. Author Kristen Feola explains the Daniel Fast in easy-to-understand language, provides 21 thought-provoking devotionals for each day of the fast, and shares more than 100
tasty, easy-to-make recipes that follow fasting guidelines. In a conversational style, Feola helps you structure the fast so you can spend less time thinking about what to eat and more time focusing on
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God. You will also discover that “to fast” means “to feast” on the only thing that truly nourishes?God’s powerful Word. For more info, please visit www.ultimatedanielfast.com.
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